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What is Real-Time Motion
Planning?
1st floor vs. 2nd floor
Motion planning with a hard real-time constraint.
temporally correct
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Real-Time Motion Planning

In the general case: impossible.

Precompute Motion Plan
Extremely popular option.
•

Allows arbitrarily long computation

•

Asymptotically feasible algorithms

•

Asymptotically optimal algorithms

Is this real-time? yes and no.

Real-time Motion Planning
Problem

Time-bounded computation
Responsive a dynamic environment
(moving obstacles, goals, new data)

Fig. 1.

An

n-ellipsoid with

Collision Avoidance
n=4.

•

The region of influence of this potential field is
bounded by the surfaces f(x) 0 and f(x) =f(x,,),
where xo is a given point in the vicinity of the obstacle
and 11 a constant gain. This potential function can be
obtained very simply in real time since it does not
require any distance calculations. However, this potential is difficult to use for asymmetric obstacles
where the separation between an obstacle’s surface
and equipotential surfaces can vary widely.
Using the shortest distance to an obstacle 0, we
have proposed (Khatib 1980) the following artificial

Reformulation of path
planning into collision
avoidance.
=

potential field;

•

Potential fields

•

Real-time ✓

•

where po represents the limit distance of the potential
field influence and p the shortest distance to the obstacle O. The selection of the distance po will depend on
the end effector operating speed V and on its deceleration ability. End-effector acceleration characteristics are discussed in Khatib and Burdick (1985).
Any point of the robot can be subjected to the artificial potential field. The control of a Point Subjected to
the Potential (PSP) with respect to an obstacle 0 is
achieved using the FIRAS function,

Problem: gets stuck in
local minima

Fig. 3. Control system
architecture.

5. Obstacle Geometric

mulation of manipulator control that provides t
basis for this obstacle avoidance approach, and
described the two-level architecture designed to
crease the real-time performance of the control
The integration of this low level control appro
with a high level planning system seems to be o
the more promising solutions to the obstacle avo
in robot control. With this approach, t
base problem
includes
problem may be treated in two stages:

Modelling

described by the composition of primitives. A typical geometric model
primitives such as a point, line, plane, ellipsoid, paralleleat high level control, generating a global s
potential
piped, cone, and cylinder. The first artificial
for the
manipulator’s path in terms of in
diate
(rather than finding an accura
goalsdefield (Eq. 16) requires analytic equations for the
collision-free path);
scription of obstacles. We have developed atanalytic
the low level, producing the appropria
commands
to attain each of these goals,
approxiequations representing envelopes which best
into account the detailed geometry and m
mate the shapes of primitives such as a parallelepiped,
of manipulator and obstacle, and making
10. Applications
[Khatib
1986]
real-time
obstacle sensing (low level visio
finite cylinder, and cone.
proximity
sensors).
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Anytime Planners

•
•
•
•
•

Incrementally build a planning tree
May be stopped at anytime
Example: RRT, RRT*
Real-time?
Reactivity: rapid re-planning + some luck
[Image source: Ichnowski 2013]

Roadmap Planners
•

Pre-computes a roadmap
(connectivity of freespace)

•

Motion plan = graph search

•

Real-time?

•

Example: PRM

•

Reactivity must come from another task.
[Image source: LaValle 2006]

Grid/Lattice Planners
1. Discretize space
2. Plan in the discretized space
Figure 6: Isolating a minimal set of motions in a 4-connected
grid. The minimal set of motions, a control set, can be used to regenerate the entire grid.

exploration of the lattice and keeps the neighborhood size
small to preserve search efficiency.
3.1
Path Decomposition
With the insights obtained in Section 2.6, we again look at
the lattice as a concept derived from a grid. The regularity
property of the grid implies that it is possible to isolate a
certain representative set of connections which is repeated
everywhere in the grid. As is illustrated in Fig. 6, for the
case of a 4-connected rectangular grid, it is easy to identify
a minimal set of connections. If we cast the grid in the context of motion planning, we understand connections as elementary motions between two nodes. This minimal set of
connections is the (finite) set of controls that is identical for
every state and that allows us to generate arbitrarily long
motion plans in the infinite grid. This concept has been
used in motion planning for some time [8].
In a similar fashion, if we could identify such a control set
for a lattice, we could use it to address the computational
issues mentioned above and essentially create a finite representation of the lattice.
By invoking the notion of path equivalence class and some

Often done with A* or variant.

Figure 8: An illustration of identifying a control set in the
lattice. The same set of motion options (top left corner) is
centered at every node. This set is repeated at the nodes in
the lattice in order to generate the path (thick black curve).

Weighted A*: reduced plan optimality
&
compute
time
However, through a simulation study we concluded that

this is possible for realistic vehicle parameters ( κ max and
path following error δ e ). We considered over 2000 different (relatively long) paths in the lattice and showed that all
of them could be decomposed into at least two (usually
more) smaller paths.
Thus, the control set allows us to eliminate redundancies of
the lattice both in terms of the variety of paths between
[Image
source:
2006]
nodes (through
the notionPivtoraiko
of path equivalence),
and in
terms of generally unlimited path length (path decomposition).

D* is reverse A* + keep data for next compute cycle

A*
•

Provably optimal

•

What if graph changes during the search?
(e.g., dynamic environment)

•

O(bd) d = solution length, b = branching factor.
(polynomial if search space is tree*)

Real-Time Heuristic Search
Minimin
1. Depth-limited
horizon search
2. A* metric frontier (S)
f (x) = g(x) + h(x)

𝛼-Pruning

+
•

Assign ↵ = min f (x)

•

Prune search when
f (x) ↵

x2S

3. Take step towards
best frontier node
4. repeat.
[Korf 1988]

Real-Time A*
•

Use Minimin w/ 𝛼-Pruning in “planning mode”

•

RTA* used in execution.

RTA*: At xi , what is xi+1 ?
1. Choose xi+1 =

0

argmin

x0 2neighbors
0

of

0

g(x ) + h(x )
xi
0

2. Store second best g(x ) + h(x ) for xi
[Korf 1988]

Partitioned-Learning RTA*
J. Cannon et al. / Real-time heuristic search for motion planning with dynamic obstacles
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0.5 meters of the actual goal state and with any heading and any speed to be considered a goal. Figure 5(b)
shows the log of the number of nodes taken to solve
a collection of small problems with random start and
goal•states
and no
Start
w/obstacles
RTA* both with and without the
relaxed goal condition. The relaxed goal condition re(depth-limited
search)
duced the
mean number of nodes
expanded to solve the
problems by over a factor of 7. This relaxed goal condition allows RTR∗ to solve subproblems much more
•
quickly.Take step towards best path

•

“Learn” h(x) of all frontier∗

6. A real-time search approach: LSS-LRTA

Fig. 6. The local search space and frontier of an iteration of
LSS-LRTA∗ . The best node on the frontier and the corresponding
action to take are shown. (Colors are visible in the online version of
the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/AIC-140604.)

PY

∗ by alIn•theSplit
previous
section,
developed RTR
f(x)
intowedynamic
and
tering a leading motion planning search algorithm to
static
components
be real-time. In this section, we pursue the opposite approach: adapting a state-of-the-art real-time search algorithm, LSS-LRTA∗ [7],sto the problem d
of robot motion planning with dynamic obstacles.
Recall the basic RTA∗ algorithm from Section 3.4: it
performs a depth-limited lookahead to assess the value
of each next action, then updates the heuristic value

f (x) = g (x) + g (x) + hs (x) + hd (x)

O

the improved h values. This is in contrast with RTA∗ ,
which only updates one h value per iteration.
∗ had
[Cannon
et.
al. 2014]
To our knowledge, LSS-LRTA
previously
been
tested only on simple grid world path finding tasks.

Real-Time R* (RTR*)

J. Cannon et al. / Real-time heuristic search

R* ≈ RRT + A*
RTR*
•

fixed # of node expansions

•

choose best frontier node
(path and min g(x) + h(x))

•

geometric expansion limits
difficult nodes

•

path reuse
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J. Cannon et al. / Real-time heuristic search for motion planning with dynamic obstacles

Fig. 3. The nodes in Γ (large, white) and the nodes in the low-level
forstate space (small, yellow) that are explored by an R∗ search with
k = 3. (The colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/AIC-140604.)

level graph, where the higher level states are generated
randomly and sparsely over the state space. To compute the cost and the actual
path between
two highFig. 4. Path saving across iterations of RTR . (Colors are visible [Cannon
in the online version of the
article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/AIC-140604.)
et.
al.
2014]
level states, a low-level search is performed in the
∗

Hard-Real-Time
Rapidly-exploring Randomized Trees
C HAPTER 5

Hard Real-Time Rapidly-exploring Rando

procedure HRT_PLANNER
t_next = current_time()
loop
yield until t_next
t_next = t_next + T_p Execution period
B = updated map
q_init = current vehicle state
q_goal = current goal states
solution T = BUILD_RRT(q_init, q_goal, n)
or
path = EXTRACT_PATH(T)
“safe”
number of samples
publish path
path
5.2 Execution
Time Estimation
(WCET
analysis)

xtarget

xinit

xnear

Figure 5.5: A demonstration of the approach used for extending the RRT search t

the size of the search tree is the factor which will have the most significant effect on ex
time.
This formulation makes a number of simplifying assumptions. Primarily, the time r
to extend the search tree must be constant. This in turn requires that only a constant nu
collision detection tests. For sampling based collision detection strategies this can be a
by limiting the time step used for each tree extension.
The number of nodes added to the search tree RRT is a measure of search effor
search is terminated before a solution is found, the problem is considered to be infeasib
sequently, the task of finding an efficient hard real-time equivalent to RRT can be ad
by finding the relationship between n and the WCET.

Selection of an appropriate technique for execution time measurement for hard real-tim
ners depends on a number factors including the required accuracy and the target ha
Many of the techniques presented in the catalogue of execution time estimation me
Section 3.4 could be used to solve this problem. For the purposes of verification of

[Walker, 2011]

Source Code

WCET
Estimation
Tool-chain

Instr. Source Code

Compilation

Flow Facts

Object Code
Execution
Execution Trace

Control Flow Graph

Basic Block Exec. Times

Integer Linear Program

WCET

Figure 5.6: The tool-chain used for WCET Estimation

[Walker, 2011]
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of predicted WCET and observed execution time in the e
workspace

The results of the execution time profile of the RRT planner running in the infea
workspace are shown in Figure 5.16. This demonstrates a clear difference to the e
workspace. This occurs because it is not possible to find a path to the goal, the planner
continue searching until the available storage resources are exhausted. This results in th
served execution times being tightly clustered just below the theoretical WCET curve.
The results for the obstructed workspace are shown in Figure 5.17. They show tha
distribution of observed execution times for a problem that is more difficult than the e
workspace, and easier to solve than the infeasible case. The observed execution times
[Walker,
2011]
gardless of search tree size, are more skewed toward the
WCET curve
than for the e
workspace.
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Figure 5.10: The Infeasible Workspace

[Walker, 2011]
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Figure 5.17: Observed execution times in the obstructed workspace

These results also show that no overruns of the predicted WCET were observed, even u
an optimistic measure of execution time for edges in the CFG. While this does not preclud
72

Figure 5.11: The Obstructed Workspace

[Walker, 2011]
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6.2.3 Slack Time

[Walker, 2011]

Real-Time Motion Planning
for Autonomous Vehicles

Reduce dimensionality of planning problem.
Typically around 4: e.g., (x, y, 𝜃, v)
Discretization and sampling-based approaches

DARPA Urban Challenge 1st place:

Tartan Racing (CMU)
local planner at 10 Hz fixed
lattice planner at 10 Hz (nominally)
•

Difficult scenarios take “up to a couple of seconds”
(motivation for their pre-planning)

•

Anytime planner example:
first solution in 100 ms, optimal at 650 ms.

•

Time for replanning “few ms” for small adjustments to
“few seconds” for drastically different trajectories
[Likhachev 2008] & [Ferguson 2008]

DARPA Urban Challenge 1st place:

Tartan Racing (CMU)
solution found
<100 ms

ombined heuristic
property implies
aths returned by

by Anytime Dyf a least-cost path
nfiguration using
e ✏ is the current
es heuristics.
solution

optimal solution
< 650 ms

improved

y expensive parts
ost of actions, as
int of the vehicle
n. In our applica-

(a) anytime
behavior
Anytime
planner
behavior
[Likhachev, et. al. 2008]

DARPA Urban Challenge 1st place:

Tartan Racing (CMU)
Effect of heuristic on A* search
States
Expanded

Time
(seconds)

h

2,019

0.06

h2D

26,108

1.30

hf sh

124,794

3.49

Implies much
higher WCET

[Likhachev, et. al. 2008]

DARPA Urban Challenge 1st place:

Tartan Racing (CMU)
“One of the important lessons learned during
the development of this system was that it is
often extremely beneficial to exploit prior, offline
processing to provide efficient online planning
performance.”
– Ferguson, Howard, and Likhachev

DARPA Urban Challenge 2nd place:

Stanford Racing
•

Sensors at 10 Hz
Grid: 160 m ⨉ 160 m ⨉ 360°
Resolution of 1 m ⨉ 1 m ⨉ 5°

•

RNDF¹ editor at 10 Hz

•

Full replanning: 50 to 300 ms
1. hybrid A* (unnatural swerves)
2. conjugate-gradient descent smooth (0.5 m)
3. interpolation (5 to 10 cm)

¹ route network definitions file
[Montemerlo et. al. 2009] [Dolgov et. al. 2010]

DARPA Urban Challenge 2nd place:

StanfordDolgov
Racing
et al. / Path Planning for Autonomou

le
c
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s
s
o
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Hybrid A*
CG Smoothed

al. 2010]
Fig. 5. Hybrid-A* and CG-smoothed [Dolgov
paths foret.
a complicated
maneuver, involving backing out of and into parking spots. The

c
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th
to
a
s

DARPA Urban Challenge 2nd place:

Stanford Racing

Dolgov et al. / Path Planning for Autonomous Vehicles in Unknown Semi-structured Environments

3. Left: Trajectory driven in simulation using the free-space version of our planner. The robot had to replan in respo
les being detected by its sensors1 this explains the apparent sub-optimality of the trajectory. Right: re-planing times
like environment (total time 2 A* time " smoothing time.)

[Dolgov et. al. 2010]

Junior driving through a parking zone, while two other

DARPA Urban Challenge 4th place:

MIT

•

Drivability map updated 10 Hz

•

Controller ran at 25 Hz

•

RRT at 10 Hz
•

700 samples per second

[Kuwata, et. al. 2009]

DARPA Urban Challenge 4th place:

MIT
procedure RRT_execution_loop
repeat
update vehicle states and env
while (t < t0 + t)
hard real-time
EXPAND_RRT_TREE()
constraint
repeat {
⌧
=
EXTRACT_BEST_SAFE_PATH()
“take
if NO safe path
appropriate
action”
E-STOP! & restart
} until (clear(x) 8x 2 ⌧ )
send ⌧ to controller
[Kuwata, et. al. 2009]

DARPA Urban Challenge 4th place:

MIT

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 17, NO. 5, SEPTEMBER 20

Lane following on a curve at 22.4 mph.

Fig. 7. Lane following on a high speed curvy section. The vehicle speed is
10 The
m/s. The
green dots
show the
safesafe
stopping
nodes in the tree.
green
dots
are
stopping
nodes.
15

Fig. 9.

[Kuwata, et. al. 2009]

Tree

represent t

DARPA Urban Challenge finalist:

AnnieWay (KIT)
•

DNF. Froze at entrance to traffic circle
(who doesn’t their first time?)
Software exception during mode switch
Caught by error handler, and left hanging
Not observable by watchdog module.

•

One of the few cars that drove collision-free

•

One of the authors Matthias Goebl from Institute for RealTime Computer Systems, Technical University of Munich
[Kammel, et. al. 2008]

requirement for precise road geometry definition. It
has also proven to be useful to plan narrow turns and
as a general recovery mechanism when the vehicle
gets off track, the road is blocked, or a sensible localization within the given road network is impossible.

ing position, orientatio
deflection of the front w
matic one-track model [
gle δ is from a set of n
are distributed equidis
ble steering: D = {δ1 . . .
a node, the kinematic m
initial values taken from
and a constant steering

DARPA Urban Challenge finalist:

AnnieWay (KIT)
10.1. Configuration Space Obstacles

We restrict search to the collision-free subset of
configuration space (the vehicle’s free space) by

Multi-level control:
A. Mission planning
B. Maneuver planning
C. Collision avoidance
Car and Kernel
Environment w/
RT* D. Reactive layer
w/ 1m safety buffer
car convolution
E. Vehicle control
Figure 16. Configuration space obstacles. (a) A 1-m safety distance is added to the shape o
•

{

and rasterization yields a convolution kernel for configuration space obstacle generation.
map with kernel from panel a. If the robot has the same orientation as the kernel and
intersect with an obstacle. (c) Voronoi lines are generated as a set of eight connected pixel

•

Motion planning on discretized grid of 3D configuration
space using A*.

•

Convolutional filters used to precompute free C-space.
[Kammel, et. al. 2008]

Journal

Conclusions
•

Real-time motion planning difficult

•

No guarantees on solution

•

Multiple levels of planning

•

Time-bounded computation

•

Generate “safe routes”

•

Keep around information between task cycles

Thank you

